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BCT Inc., a PCA transportation Company

State of the art plant processing OCC (Old Corrugated Containers) operating at Wallula.

Nature of trucking at Wallula has changed

OCC plant in Wallula reduces costs, increases production
In 2019 PCA began gutting
out what was Ponderosa Fiber at
their Wallula, WA facility. On
arch 1 of 2021 the facility opened
its doors as the newest of PCA’s
five OCC recycling plants.
OCC (old corrugated containers) is post-use corrugated pack-

aging material that is sourced
from waste sorting facilities that
get their material from customers
throughout the Northwest. Much
of it comes from large retail
stores like Walmart and Costco.
Not only is it cheaper than fiber
derived from virgin wood sources
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like sawmills and whole log chippers, processing OCC also reduces energy and water usage
while cutting air pollutants and
saving landfill space.

According to Plant Manager
Kasey Markland, 26 hourly operators and 3 hourly maintenance
workers were hired to run the facility 24 hours/day. Markland
noted that pulp originating from
OCC runs better on the paper
machines, thereby increasing
production and profit.
Current through-put is around
650 tons/day which yields approximately 520 tons of usable
pulp. That represents roughly
30% of the fiber needed to oper(Continued on page 4)
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Owners continue safe driving, company trucks struggling
Three more preventable accidents by drivers of company
trucks caused the year-to-date
AFR to inch up in June.
“Still struggling on the company side,” said Randy Bailey,
Manager of Driver Services and
Safety. “Like previous months,
most are minor and appear to be
caused by loss of attention and
focus.”
Accidents in June brought
total preventable accidents to 15
for the year and created an Accident Frequency Rate (AFR) of
1.82 for the month. The YTD rate
moved up to 1.63 preventable
accidents per million miles of
travel.
So far in 2021, Owner-

Operators
have traveled 5.4 million miles
with just two
preventable
accidents.
That gives
them an
amazing
AFR of 0.37.

ACCIDENT
FREQUENCY

2021 4-Month AFR
Preventable* AFR**

January

Randy Bailey
Driver Services
and Safety

Company
trucks have
logged 3.8
million miles with 13 preventables for an AFR of 3.43.

“We’re at the halfway point
of the year,” Bailey said,” please
stay focused and don’t let your
guard down, especially in the
yard or at docks.”

2

1.38

February 2

1.56

March

1

0.59

April

4

2.45

May

3

2.00

June

3

1.82

Total

15

1.63

*Any accident in which our
driver failed by defensive
driving to do everything
reasonable to prevent the
accident.

Welcome to new and
returning drivers who have joined the
ranks of BCT, Inc. and Boise Trucking
Operations during the past month.
Erik Latimore of Los Angeles June 7
as a new Centerline Driver for Commerce.

Carlos Ayala of Anaheim, California
June 11 as a new Staffmark Driver for
Commerce.
Richard Roberts of Pasco, Washington
as a returning Centerline Driver for
Richland.
Sergio Pompa of Walla Walla,
Washington June 18 as a new Wallula
Spotter for Owner Bob Hurley.

Earn extra cash!
Check out our Driver-to-Driver bonus
program for current drivers who help us
connect with future drivers. Page 16.
If you’re an Owner-Operator who knows
a driver who would be a good ‘fit’ for

BCT ...

Call 1-800-544-5989, Opt. 5.
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Complacency is major hurdle to avoiding most accidents
Safety
We bettered our accident
frequency rate (AFR) from the
prior two months, but we continue to let complacency get the
best of us. We know we can perform better , we proved it last
year when we established historic low AFR of 0.93.
BCT AFR for June dropped to
1.82 preventable accidents per
million miles traveled compared
to 2.00 in May and 2.45 in April.
We logged 1.65 million miles
and recorded three preventable
accidents, all of which involved
striking fixed objects. Timing
could not be better for our upcoming third quarter ProTread
training “Avoiding Fixed Objects”.
Complacency is the silent killer….our brains constantly and
unconsciously scan the environment for signs of danger. We notice and respond to what is
unique, unusual, or threatening.
Unfortunately, repeated exposure
to situations, even if they are potentially dangerous, dulls our defense mechanism and our awareness.
The most effective means of
combating complacency is to
avoid taking shortcuts (bad habits) and approach your maneuvers with the same passion and

caution that you did when you
were learning to drive a truck.
We are experiencing some
unusually high temperatures this
summer season. Keep energized
and avoid heat stress by drinking
plenty of water. Your body requires extra fluid intake to replace fluids (sweat). Every driver
should start their day with at least
a half-gallon of fluids readily

“The most effective
means of combating
complacency is to
avoid taking shortcuts
(bad habits).”

-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

On the brown
side, we exceeded
our daily commitments for delivering
DR roll stock into
CTC, Waco
(averaged 18/day
vs. 15/day commitment) in addition to
keeping Jackson
Dan Bernert
roll stock moving
BCT GM
into PCA plants in
TX and the Carolina’s.

Other
Congratulations to Columbus,
Salem and Waco dedicated fleets
as their drivers generated the
BCT fleets’ best MPG for the
month of June.
#1 Chris Hollister/Waco/9.7
#2 Dan Bier/Salem/9.4

available.

#3 Wayne Willis/Waco/9.3

Service
For the second time in three
months, we posted a flawless ontime delivery performance
(100%) for Boise White Paper
customers. Kudos to our Commerce, CA and Allentown, PA
dedicated fleets, our Jackson
Owners and Jann Manifesto’s
stable of carriers for their combined efforts to deliver all 221
BWP loads on time.

OTD Performance BCT vs. Competition
All WP Customers OTD/
Day

Office MaxOTD/Day

WB MasonOTD/Day

BCT, Inc.

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Core Carriers/3PL

96.90%

96.70%

100.00%

Target

97.20%

97.50%

97.50%

#4 Mark Barringer/
Columbus/9.0
#5 Terry Blair/ Salem/9.0
Commercial Vehicle Safety
Alliance (CVSA) recently announced that Brake Safety Week
is scheduled for August 22-28.
During CVSA’s annual enforcement event, roadside inspectors
will:

•Focus on brake systems and
components as they conduct inspections.
•Compile data on brake hoses/
tubing, the emphasis this year.
•Don’t forget, as part of your

pre and post trip inspections, look
for chafing of air lines in addition
to audible leaks. Inspectors will
put you out of service for both.
Be safe, Stay healthy ,and be
proud of your accomplishments
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When least expected...something will jump up and cause injury
I was recently doing some
pressure washing at the house. I
ran out of gas , so stopped to
take a break and refuel.
After refueling, I had my left
hand on the front of the pressure
washer to hold it while I pulled
the starter rope with my right.
The engine kicked back on me
pulling the hard plastic handle
out of my right hand. When it recoiled, the handle struck me directly on the tip of the middle finger on my left hand.
My states were Fatigue
(pressure washing all day), Complacency (Figured the engine
would start right up), Line-of-Fire
(Hand placed where it could be
(Continued from page 1)

OCC plant
ate both Wallula paper machines.
On the surface that doesn’t
sound like great news for BCT’s
fleet of wood residual trucks –
more recycled fiber means fewer
chips are needed. But a deeper
look paints a more positive picture.
According to Senior Transportation Analyst, Mike Babynko,
the benefits of having inbound

struck) and Balance/Traction/
Grip (Didn’t have a secure grip
on the pull handle).

Being struck on the tip of the
finger like probably hurt worse
than any time I have ever flat out
hit a finger with a hammer.
Could have been worse
though. It could have ripped the
nail off.

-Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
Unexpected “ouch”

“Wallula is not a highvolume destination for
trucks, OCC gave us that
capacity directly to the
mill.”
-Mike Babynko
Sr. Transportation Analyst
loads to Wallula has helped tremendously in building the outbound carrier base. “Wallula is
not a high- volume destination for
trucks, OCC gave us that capacity directly to the mill.”

BCT as well has filled in
backhaul lanes with OCC that
have historically been difficult,
and added lanes that didn’t exist
before.
Lost virgin fiber loads are being replaced with increases in
load volume from both the Wallula and Richland box plants, and
three additional spotters were
added to provide unloading services for BCT and external carrier
trailers.

-Andy Sarrazin
Wallula Terminal Mgr.

Generous trailer parking at the new OCC plant where additional spotters were hired to meet demand.
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Is looking really seeing?
The past three months have
been rough in Waco. We have
had quite a few accidents with
the Waco Fleet.
While doing the post-accident
wrap up with the drivers there
stop sign so while she did slow
was a common theme, “I looked,
down, and “looked” both ways,”
but I didn’t see the other vehicle”.
the guy still ran right into the car.
I also had an accident in my
Fortunately everyone is ok.
family that happened that hit
The bicyclist did end up taking a
closer to home, pun intended.
ride in the ambulance to get
My daughter was
checked out
driving through our
since he had hit
“Like most of the accidents
subdivision three
so hard. The
that take place, we “Look”
weeks ago when out
car took over
both ways out of habit, but
of nowhere a bicy$3500 in dammany times we don’t “See”
clist ran into the side
age. Besides a
what is coming.”
of the car.
few bumps and
My daughter was
-Ron Bates bruises, he will
only going about 10
be ok.
miles an hour when the gentleThis story could have ended
man struck her. The first thing
so much worse. Had she been
she said was that she didn’t see
three seconds later she might
him.
have ran into the bicyclist that
Like most of the accidents
didn’t stop at the stop sign.
that take place, we “Look” both
In SafeStart language, her
ways out of habit, but many times
eyes were not on task. If we
we don’t “See” what is coming.
name a State, it would probably
By that I mean we went through
fall under Complacency. I asked
the motions of checking both
her to work on the habit of “Move
ways, but our brain was not enyour eyes first before you move
gaged and we didn’t see the veyour hands, feet, body or most
hicle coming the other way.
importantly, the car”.
In my daughter’s case, she
Like many drivers, me includknew that the cross traffic had a
ed, I find myself going through

Cyclist inflicts $3500 damage after running into car.
the motions of looking both ways,
but are there are times that I really saw what was coming the other way?
Take the time to really see
what is happening around you.
If you look at the picture, the
car doesn’t look like it took much
damage, I think I should have
“saw” the body shop taking advantage of insurance claim.

Operation Driver Safety Week is July 11 – 17
This year’s Operation Safe
Driver Week will take place July
11-17, 2021, with an emphasis
on commercial motor vehicle
(CMV) speeding.
During Operation Safe Driver Week, law enforcement personnel will be on the lookout for
CMV drivers and passenger ve-

hicle drivers engaging in risky
driving behaviors in or around a
commercial motor vehicle. Identified unsafe drivers will be
pulled over and issued a citation
or warning.
In addition to speeding, law
enforcement personnel will be
tracking other dangerous driver

behaviors throughout Operation
Safe Driver Week, such as reckless or aggressive driving, distracted driving, following too
closely, improper lane change,
failure to obey traffic control devices, failure to use a seat belt,
evidence of drunk or drugged
driving, and cell phone usage,
among others.
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Foul ball to the face serves as safety reminder

Chance West

I helped coach my nine-yearold son’s baseball team this season.
When we held batting practice, we had another coach pitch
to the kids and I would catch behind the plate. I was told I was
crazy for catching behind the
plate with no mask, multiple
times, throughout the season.
I always responded with “oh
it’ll be alright.”
I made it all season without
getting hit in the face with a foul
ball. I honestly didn’t even think
much about it until yesterday at
our first practice as an all-star
team.
I caught a foul ball with my

Tito Castelo joined the BCT Million Mile Safety Club last month. He received his plaque from Wallula Dispatcher Paul Fischer. Castelo started
as a hostler at the Wallula Mill in 2005. He bought his first truck in
2007 and has hauled mostly wood chips since.

face. I have always said, “if
you’re gonna be dumb, you gotta
be tough.”
With that said, I borrowed an
umpire mask that I will be wearing tonight. This is a good reminder of why, not only as an industry but also as individuals we
need to work towards moving
away from reactive practices, to
proactive approaches when it
come to our safety and wellbeing.

-Chance West
DeRidder Service Mgr.

Wallula Driver Silverio Oliva
was travelling on Hwy 395
near Hwy 26 in Southeast
Washington when he came
upon this wreck across the
freeway. No PCAor BCT
equipment was involved but
Dispatcher Paul Fischer notes
it illustrates that wrecks “can
happen pretty fast and anytime.”
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Vancouver Terminal Manager celebrates
35 years of service with trucking operations
Please join me in thanking
Rebecca on 35 years of service.
She is one of the most dedicated, reliable employees I
have ever met. She and Jenny
run a safe crew out of Vancouver, Washington and we haven’t
had anyone get hurt at work in
years.
Unfortunately we did have 1
preventable accident in January, but have had zero since.
Her drivers provide the Wallula
mill and Salem Container with

exceptional customer service,
and have bailed both businesses out of jams many times this
year already. Thanks for all you
do Rebec, we appreciate you.
-Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

Congrats RM! You and I go
back to day 1….hard to belive
that was 35 years ago. Time
flies when you’re having fun…
thanks for making it fun!
-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

Rebecca Moore

Dina Calabro, Sr. Transportation
Mgr/Brown paper(front)
celebrated her 25th anniversary
with PCA recently in good company. To her left (and clockwise
are: Bruce Ridley, Ross Corthell,
Ewa Jakubek, Jason Samsula,
Patrick Pankiw, Anthony Petrillo,
Doug Grewe, Zack Downey and
Mike Babynko.
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Transportation ‘rock stars’ travel to DeRidder, Jackson paper mills
The PCA Transportation
team from Lake Forest, IL
spent the week of June 7
information gathering and
problem solving at our paper mills in DeRidder, LA
and Jackson, AL.
The team met with mill
shipping personnel, BCT
and rail carriers at both
sites. Topics for discussion
included current market for
trucks/rail cars, increasing
daily preload trailer counts
given increased production,
trailer inspection process,
truck check-in process and
much more.
The PCA Transportation
“rock stars” much needed
trip to DeRidder and Jackson mills was their first
since pandemic began.

(L-R) Mike Babynko, Sr. Transportation Analyst, Dina Calabro, Sr. Transportation Mgr., Patrick Pankiw,Sr. Transportation Analyst Doug Grewe, Transportation Mgr. and Senior VP Bruce Ridley.

Doug Grewe, Dina Calabro, P{atrick Pankiw and Mike
Babynko joining Jackson Customer Focus Leader Angie Law (white hat).

Hitting a fixed object
is always preventable.
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CSA Reports for Owner Operators and Company Drivers
CSA
BASICS

UNSAFE
DRIVING

Intervention
Threshold

HOURS OFSERVICE

DRIVER
FITNESS

VEHICLE
MAINT.

CRASH
INDICAT.

ISS
Score

65%

65%

80%

80%

65%

May 10, 2021

8%

67%

0%

83%

58%

94

June 8, 2021

8%

73%

0%

82%

53%

94

July 6, 2021

6%

69%

0%

82%

46%

94

May 10, 2021

0%

0%

0%

27%

30%

34

June 8, 2021

1%

0%

0%

23%

31%

32

July 6, 2021

0%

0%

0%

23%

21%

33

BCT, Inc.

Company

Inc. = Inconclusive

No Vios = No Violations

* = Exceeds

Mike Hage shared photos of him fishing with
his children (Cora, 9;
Rose, 7; and Alec, 5)
during a family reunion
in Charleston, South
Carolina. Being able to
enjoy family time is a
great reason for working
and living safely.

Improving

Alert
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Driver
ALPIZAR, SAUL

Trucking

Start
7/7/2015

Location

Years

Wallula Container

6

Wallula BCT

8

ALTVATER, TERRY

7/25/2013

ALVAREZ, ARTURO

7/9/2018

Wallula Hurley

3

AVILA, ARMANDO

7/9/2018

Wallula BCT

3

BALL, CHRISTOPHER M

7/22/2000

DeRidder Trkg

21

CASTILLO, ARMANDO

7/29/2020

Wallula Hurley

1

CHAVEZ, JOSE M

7/15/2014

Wallula BCT

7

COKER, KIRKLAN E

7/16/2018

DeRidder Trkg

3

DONAHUE, KERIC D

7/8/2014

Waco Container

7

FISCHER, PAUL A

7/23/2001

Wallula Trkg

20

FLACK, JEREMY

7/27/2020

DeRidder Trkg

1

FRIND, JOHN E

7/5/2011

Vancouver BCT

10

GARZA, ELIDO

7/16/2018

Wallula BCT

3

7/8/2011

Wallula BCT

10

7/23/2010

LCC South BCT

11

GRAY, CLARENCE

7/9/2020

LCC South BCT

1

HORVATH, STEVEN

7/5/2017

Waco Container

4

GOURDIN, YURY
GRANADOS, RODRIGO

LASLEY, STEPHEN

7/22/2010

LCC South BCT

11

LONGORIA, BENITO

7/16/2012

Wallula BCT

9

MAGANA, QUIRINO

7/20/2011

Wallula PCA Dedicated

10

NAVARRO, JOSE

7/16/2014

Wallula PCA Dedicated

7

PASSMORE, MARC D

7/28/2014

Columbus Container

7

PIEDRA-SANCHEZ, ALFONSO

7/31/2018

Salem Container

3

PIMENTEL, AUDELINO

7/2/2018

Wallula BCT

3

PRESLER, TIM

7/3/2012

Wallula Trkg

9

SMITH, MARTIN R

7/9/2018

DeRidder Trkg

3

SOULIA, DALE J

7/10/2018

Wallula BCT

3

STONE, MICHAEL

7/20/2012

Waco Container

9

TAYLOR, ALBERT

7/31/2007

Waco Container

14

LCC I-5 BCT

46

Allentown Trkg

2

TORREZ, SAMMY J

7/1/1975

WEEMS, STEVEN O

7/29/2019
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Winter brings tough
road conditions.
Tony Humburg

Fred
If you’re
an Owner-Operator
McCoy

Recommend a new
Owner-Operator to

BCT and earn cash!

Most accidents can be
avoided if you slow down
and increase following
distance.




Eric Jenkins

“Finding
good OwnerOperators is
important to
BCT. We
feel our own
-Pat Robinson
drivers are
the best source of new
people who meet our
safety and service
standards.”
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BCT GM Dan Berert (left with
Fred Heidt in 2006 photo.

Celebration of Life
planned for former
BCT controller
Fred Heidt (78 yrs.) passed
away on July 8, 2020. He was
controller for BCT from 19841996, not to mention, an excellent golfer. Extremely likeable,
Fred was coach, mentor and
friend to all who worked with him.
If you get a chance, please attend his celebration of life. Please
feel free to forward to those who
knew or worked with Fred. I wish
I would have spent more time
with him on the golf course….my
game would be better than it is
today.

-Dan Bernert
BCT General Mgr.

Quiz answers: 1. a; 2. c; 3. a; 4. c; 5. d

The Celebration of Life for
Fred Heidt will be Tuesday, August 3, 2021 at Discovery
Church, 1177 N. Roosevelt Street
in Boise. There will be an informal luncheon reception and the
Heidt family says golf attire is
welcome and encouraged.

of fatal crashes
in work zones
involved at least
one large
vehicle!
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Hit and Run No. 3

Driver hits PCA,
leaves the scene
The month started with a
Company Driver being hit by
another vehicle that left the
scene. The PCA driver was at
the EZ Pay Lane on Parkway
in Houston, Texas June 1
when the other rig hit the tractor and took off. There was a
scrape on the company truck
bumper, tire and step.

Parked trailer hit
A Company Driver at the
PCA yard in Arlington, Texas
hit a parked trailer with his
tractor while backing. Damage
to his tractor included left
bumper and mirror. There was
no damage to the trailer that
was hit in the morning incident
June 3.

Mirror lost to bales
A Company Driver was
blind side backing to a Waste
Management dock in Houston,
Texas June 4 when he clipped
a stack of bales and took out
his left spot mirror.

Hit and Run No. 2
Police were called following a June 4 accident on Highway 59 in Corrigan, Texas after a Semi hit a PCA truck that
was stopped at a red light. The
offending vehicle caused damage to the left fender of the
PCA truck in the afternoon incident June 4.

There was a third hit and
run accident the afternoon of
June 14. A Company Driver
was making a right hand turn
from UN 190 near Woodville,
Texas when a 2019 mustang
squeezed in on the right causing contact with the BCT trailer. Damage to the Mustang
seemed to be a scuff on the
left door mirror.

Parked car hit in lot
On the morning of June
15, a Company Driver was in
an Allentown, Pennsylvania
parking lot when his trailer hit
the rear passenger side of a
parked car. The 2009 Honda
Accord suffered rear bumper
and fender damage.

Deer dies in collision
There will be no services
for the deer that was hit the
morning of June 15 on Hwy
287 near Woodville Texas.
The Company truck suffered
grill, headlight and AC condenser damage in the collision.

Door hits trailer
A Company driver in Columbus was pulling away from
a PCA dock when his trailer
door flew loose and hit a park
trailer. The door fell off following the June 11 incident.

Trailer falls from 5th
wheel at Salem dock
A Salem, Oregon Hostler
was pulling a loaded trailer
from the dock June 18 when
the trailer came unhooked
from the fifth wheel. The front
of the trailer fell to the ground
and couldn’t get up. Damage

to the trailer included landing
gear along with possible front
end issues.

Door comes unhinged
Hinges of a 53-foot trailer
were damaged when a door
came unlatched at a customer
location in Waco, Texas. The
Company driver reported that
the retaining pin of the door
hold broke off.

Chain reaction with
four rigs in Texas
There was a chain-reaction
involving a Company Driver on
Highway 290 near Hempstead, Texas on June 23. The
driver was in stop and go traffic with his flasher on. Vehicle
2 was behind the PCA truck
when vehicle 3 hit the back of
vehicle 2 pushing it into a
passing vehicle (4). Vehicle 3
proceeded to hit the back of
the PCA trailer.
There was rear corner
damage to the trailer pulled by
the Company truck. Vehicles 2
and 3 were totaled.

Bumper hits boulder
The front bumper of a
Company truck hit a boulder in
Carrolton, Texas while the
Company Driver was backing
up the dock June 30

Air lines pulled out
A Company Driver was at
the PCA location in Burley,
Idaho the afternoon of June
30. The driver forgot to unhook
the airlines and pulled them
away from the trailer.
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Kudos
One way we
thank others for their
help making our business
work and better serving our

Thanks for being
there when needed
From Amy Barron
Jackson Terminal Mgr.
I want to thank Daniel Henry,
Stephanie Proctor and Ron
Bates for helping me get recycle
picked up in the Dallas/Waco area and dropped in Waco or Deridder. I appreciate the much
needed help!

Lost mill drivers
will be missed
From Paul Fischer
Wallula Dispatcher
The Willamina Mill is going
away so I would like to thank our
team that has done a great job
for us over the years.
Some are just going to move
over and work for the Vancouver
team, others haven't made up
their minds as of yet.
It was a pleasure working
with them, you will be missed:
Brett Tharp, Don Holdeman,
Charles Maben and Casey
Tharp.

Trucking
Letts saw something
and said something
From Steven Crain
DeRidder Terminal Mgr.
I would like to give Kudos to
Bill Letts. He called in one morning to report a potential material
spill that he noticed on the highway coming out of the main entrance to the mill. He saw sporadic evidence of it for about 30
miles.
Even though it had no direct
impact on him, his reporting gave
us the opportunity to try to identify a source, which we unfortunately were not able to do as
there was no other evidence of
the material other than the highway.
Thanks Bill for seeing something and saying something.

Newest drivers tops
in MPG and idle time
From Rob Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.
Mark Barriger is our newest
driver and has set the bar high
for our fleet. Mark has led the
fleet in Fuel Economy for the past
three months and finished June
at an average 9.0 miles per gallon. He was also the leader in the
least amount of idle time for his
tractor in the same time frame.

Thank you and keep up the great
work!

Trainer gets Kudos
for helping drivers
From Abel Franco
Commerce Terminal Mgr.
I'd like to thank Commerce
company driver Daniel Getchel
for doing a great job training two
new drivers last month.

Fleet continues to
meet challenges
From Shaun Reilly
Allentown Terminal Mgr.
Allentown Fleet—continually
working through the challenges
of new and existing business.

Hayes saves day
for stranded driver
From Ron Bates
Waco Terminal Mgr.
I would like to thank Mike
Hayes for taking care of our driver Gerald Patrick. Gerald’s truck
broke down in the middle of nowhere Utah.
Mike was able to find a service truck for Gerald to get him
going. Thanks Mike for taking
care of our drivers.

Fines Add Up in Work Zones; Keep safety in mind and a priority
As well as being dangerous,
speeding and other traffic violations
committed in work zones can be
costly. Most states increase fines
for speeding and/or other traffic
violations in work zones.
In many states, fines for speeding and/or other traffic violations in
work zones are double the amount
of fines in non-work zones. In addition to fines, some states sentence
drivers to community service and/or

jail time for speeding in a work
zone.
While safety should be every

driver’s priority in work zones, mistakes can also take a toll on everyone’s bottom line
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Hage celebrates fourth anniversary
Please join me in congratulating Mike Hage
on his fourth work anniversary. Mike has been a
great asset here in the Boise office, and is a
pleasure to work with everyday.
In addition to running logistics singlehandedly
for the last four years, Mike has taken on many
additional responsibilities. He assists driver services with paperwork, corporate transportation
with appointments, scans for accounting and administration, provides vacation relief for every
LCC board, and is a primary player in regards to
TMW/TMT testing.
you.

I really appreciate all you do Hage, thank

-Mike Hayes
BCT Operations Mgr.

Mike Hage

My daughter Madison, her boyfriend Ryan and I planned a
small vacation for a couple days before a softball tournament
in Maryville, TN. called the Smokey Mountain Classic. We
went to Gatlinburg/Pigeon Forge for a couple days to do a few
fun things including Skylift, Skybridge, and SkyPark. We also
did alpine coaster and Mountain glider which was
incredible. Finished it off with a great dinner at
Paula Deen’s Family Kitchen. After a couple of
hard fought days of softball in the heat, pulled
away with a win and made the drive home not
so bad.
-Robb Roop
Columbus Terminal Mgr.
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Go to: www.protread.com/
1.Click Pro-Tread “User Login”
2.Login:
User ID: YourName (no space be
tween
names)
User ID: YourName (again, exactly
the same)
3. Site ID: Type in “200744”
4.Click “Login”
5.Chose “Lesson Menu”
6.Choose “All Lessons By Title”
7.Choose “Avoiding Fixed Objects”
8.Disclaimer ... Choose “Accept”
9.Lesson loads and starts automatically
10.You see “Congratulations” when
completed.
Click “Stop” button to get credit for completing the lesson.

One of the most common
category of accident for all
trucking companies is hitting
fixed objects. It usually happens in parking lots, customer
locations
and terminal locations. Every
fixed object
collision is
preventable...they can all be
avoided. Many techniques are
discussed in this video including the reminder to Get Out
And Look (G.O.A.L.)

Safety training for the
Professional Drivers
of PCA & BCT

